FINANCE, RISK AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL “RFP”
PS20210648 - UPFITTING SERVICES FOR FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR HYBRID SUVS

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO.2
ISSUED ON: October 18, 2021
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In section 2.4 Front Emergency Lights there is no mention of forward facing LED lights
(typically grille mounted) like other VPD units but there are lights required if the
optional push bar is installed on an Interceptor. Do you require forward facing LED
lights on Non push bar units?
The majority of units getting upfitted will have a push bar. For the units that
don’t have a push bar, please install 2 forward-facing emergency lights in the grill
only.
With section 2.8 the trunk cabinet. This OPS model of cabinet does not offer any type
of partition between the cabinet and the rear seating area. Is this something that you
require in the Interceptors that will not get the optional single prisoner cell. The
partition prevents anything sitting on top of the cabinet from flying forward and
potentially harming the officers.
Please quote with the partition between cabinet and the seats. If this need to be
custom-fabricated, please quote this as well. Finally, please add a rubber mat on
top of the cabinet surface.
Also with section 2.8 the trunk cabinet. Can the lower and shorter tray be used to
house the electronics (siren controller, radio base, fusing etc) and possibly the AUX
Battery? In the Dodge Chargers all of the electronics are mounted in a slide out tray
under the rear deck to prevent them from being damaged while being easy to access.
Please remove the spare wheel and use that space to house any electronics,
instead of using a cabinet tray. Access to the spare wheel or its compartment will
not be required.
Will the Interceptors be ordered with the factory rear HVAC system?
No rear HVAC is included. Please see attached vehicle spec from Q&A 1.
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https://bids.vancouver.ca/bidopp/documents/PS20210648-QANo.1.pdf
What factory police options will the Interceptors be ordered with (any police prewire
etc)?
Please see attached vehicle spec from Q&A 1.
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https://bids.vancouver.ca/bidopp/documents/PS20210648-QANo.1.pdf
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